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What is Academic Insights?
Our Summer School in Sydney is a unique
opportunity for you to live and study in the
highest ranked university in Australia for
graduate employability.
Our ‘flagship’ summer programme,
Academic Insights provides ambitious highschool students from around the world
with an unrivalled experience studying
undergraduate-level subjects at University of
Sydney.
In enrolling in this programme, you’ll
benefit from expert teaching, blended
with admissions sessions and essential
skill development. Each subject follows a
specifically-designed summer school syllabus
combining theoretical knowledge with
practical application.

K E Y FAC TS :
✔

Ages 13-18

✔

Our ‘flagship’ programme also
taught in Oxford and Cambridge

✔

University of Sydney college
accommodation

✔

35 hours of tuition over 10 days

✔

Maximum class size of 10

✔

1:1 tutorials with expert Oxbridge
tutors

✔

Interactive workshops

✔

Social and cultural programme to
explore Sydney

✔

Individual end-of-course feedback

P R O G R A M M E D AT E S :
4 January - 14 January 2023

“

The individual attention was something that I was
incredibly pleased with.
— SARAH, 2021 PARTICIPANT
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Available Subjects
in Sydney
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Business Management

Creative Writing

Participants gain a fascinating insight into
a broad array of business management and
finance topics in our University of Sydney
summer school. Sydney is home to some
of the world’s most exciting start-ups and
entrepreneurs, explore the challenges they
have overcome with incredible guest speakers
and industry excursions across the city.

For centuries, Australia has produced
some of the world’s most renowned
professional writers, from Richard
Flanagan and Patrick White to Jill Ker
Conway.

Topics include organisational behaviour and
the management of organisations, as well as
finance, strategy, marketing, and leadership.

The summer programme supports
the development of a creative writing
practice across a range of literary
forms, with a focus on the importance
of fiction and non-fiction in our
changing world.

Engineering

Medicine

This exciting field is one of the most popular
subjects at University of Sydney. Students will
be introduced to the engineering topics that
form the foundation of an engineering degree.
developing new skills as you work through a
carefully constructed syllabus.

Explore the world of epigenetics, and
consider the rapid advances being
made in modern medical technology in
Australia and around the world.

You’ll develop both theoretical and practical
understanding through an exciting syllabus
that takes into consideration the role of
innovation and technology in the engineering
of the future.

Our summer school participants will
gain an introduction to a range of
aspects of Medicine, from anatomy to
biology and medicial technologies and
medicines changing the world.

“

I have learnt so much and made friends for life. There was not one
moment I didn’t enjoy and everyone was so kind and helpful.
— ROSA, 2021 PARTICIPANT
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Our world-leading university of Oxford and Cambridge tutors will support students in
forming a strong foundational knowledge, understanding and skillset within their field
of interest. Students will uncover their academic potential, choosing from the below
subjects:
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Academic Insights in Sydney
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Residential Programme
Sunday

Breakfast

08:30

09:00

09:30

09:30

Morning
Academic
Session

10:00
10:30

Morning
Academic
Session

Morning
Academic
Session

Morning
Academic
Session

10:00
10:30

11:00

11:00

11:30

11:30

12:00

Lunch Break
Full Day
Excursion
Sydney
Opera House

13:00
13:30

Saturday

Morning
Academic
Session

Morning
Academic
Session

Morning
Academic
Session

Morning
Academic
Session
Departures

Lunch Break
& Tours of Colleges

12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00

14:00
14:30

Arrivals

Afternoon
Academic
Session

Half Day
Excursion
Bondi Beach

Afternoon
Academic
Session

Afternoon
Academic
Session

14:30
15:00

15:30

15:30

16:00

16:00

16:30

City Tour

Drum
Workshop

Scavenger
Hunt

Cricket

16:30

17:00

17:00

17:30

17:30

18:00

Dinner in College

Dinner in College

18:00

Afternoon
Academic
Session

Half Day
Excursion
Taronga Zoo

Afternoon
Academic
Session

Afternoon
Academic
Session

Australian
Football

Luna Park

British
Sports Day

Street Art

BBQ Night

Dinner in College

18:30

18:30

Traditional
Formal
Dinner

19:00

20:00

Friday

Breakfast

12:00

Lunch Break
& Tours of Colleges

12:30

19:30

Thursday

08:30

09:00

15:00

Wednesday

08:00

08:00

IceBreaker
Games

Movie Night

20:30
21:00
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Tuesday

Monday
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Sydney
Observatory

19:00
19:30

Quiz Night

Casino Night

20:00

Mocktail
Making

Darling
Harbour

Talent Show

Outdoor
Cinema

20:30
21:00
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Programme
Highlights

C U LT U R A L H I G H L I G H T S
Sydney is famous for its incredible
harbour and impressive landscape.
From Sydney Harbour Bridge to the
Opera House, the city is full of iconic
landmarks, surrounded by beautiful
beaches incuding Bondi and Manly.
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OXBRIDGE ACADEMICS

SOCIAL ACTIVITES

ADMISSIONS GUIDANCE

This flagship international Academic
Insights programme blends the worldrenowned institutions of University of
Oxford, University of Cambridge and
University of Sydney.

Outside of lessons, we are proud to
offer a fantastic social programme
to help you get the most out of your
time. This includes activities such
as a Sydney Harbour boat trip and
a surfing lesson at Bondi Beach.
Participants can also experience a
traditional formal hall in the magical
surroundings of St. Paul’s College.

For students interested in future
study at University of Sydney, our
programme offers a chance to live and
learn like a Sydney undergraduate,
staying in college halls and enjoying
students’ favourite past-times on and
off campus.

Immersive teaching with Oxbridge
academics offers an in-depth subject
insight, supported by the educational
heritage of St. Paul’s College.
Participants will have the chance to
gain a unique experience of Oxbridge
in Australia.

There is also a full day excursion
during the programme to explore
Sydney.

Participants will also take part in an
Admissions Guidance session and a
panel discussion with current Sydney
undergraduate students, a chance to
learn about admissions criteria and
what to expect from future study.

U N F O R G E T TA B L E
EXPERIENCE
On Academic Insights in Sydney,
you’ll make friendships that will last
long after the summer ends. You’ll
gain an incredible network of your
academic cohort from around the
world, academic tutors and pastoral
mentors.
This programme offers a blend of
Oxbridge and Australian education,
alongside a cultural and social
programme in one of the most
exciting cities in the world.

Exceptional academic programmes
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As part of the summer programme,
we provide participants with the
opportunity to explore everything this
destination city has to offer.
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The University of Sydney, founded
in 1850, is one of the most
prestigious institutions in the
world.

Participants stay in comfortable single
bedrooms with access to common
rooms and event spaces for our social
and cultural programme.

Our accommodation at St. Paul’s
College offers the finest collegiate
educational experience for our
academic summer programme.
In the heart of the city, students
experience authentic university
living amongst iconic landmarks for
an unforgettable social and cultural
programme.

Males and females have separate
accommodation, and there is wi-fi
available throughout.

“

I would urge anyone with an interest in furthering their
studies to attend this course.
— MEGAN, 2021 PARTICIPANT
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Accommodation
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Accreditations
and Awards
Since 2012, Immerse Education
has provided thousands of
students with enriching academic
experiences that have changed the
trajectory of their lives.

QUEEN’S
AWA R D
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We’re proud to be a
finalist for the British
Youth Travel Awards.

R O S PA
Immerse Education is a
member of the Royal Society
of the Prevention of Accidents
to ensure our students and
staff are safe and well looked
after during their time with us.

Dates & Fees

HOW TO ENROLL

4 January - 14 January 2023
$9,495 / £5,095 (11 days)

Please visit
https://immerse.education/enrol
for more information, or to enrol online.
Once the enrolment form is completed,
then a member of staff will be in touch
to confirm your place to study.
Contact our team at
enquiries@immerse.education
with any questions.
PA R T I C I PAT I O N C R I T E R I A

GEMS SCHOOL
PA R T N E R S H I P
GEMS has selected
Immerse Education
to help their students
gain experience of
what it’s like to study at
university level.

THE BAC
Immerse Education
is accredited by
the leading mark of
educational quality for
the academic short
course sector, the British
Accreditation Council.

This programme is suitable for students
with at least a B2 level of English.
Students aged 13-18 years old.
Students are required to travel to
Australia to join the programme in
person.

W H AT ’ S I N C L U D E D ?
+ 35+ hours of engaging and rewarding
academic sessions taught by experts
+ 10 nights accommodation
+ Breakfast and dinner in historic
University of Sydney college halls
+ 1 full day excursion in Sydney
+ Fun cultural activities
+ Immerse Education certificate and
graduation photos
+ Personalised feedback for each
participant from their expert tutors
+ Immerse Education ‘stash’; folders,
notebooks, pens and more
+ Immerse alumni community
with access to further resources,
opportunities and learning materials
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The Queen’s Award
for Enterprise is the
UK’s most prestigious
business award.

YO U T H T R AV E L
AWA R D S

How to Enrol
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